Consultation Topics (Track Record)
① Improvements of processes and facility arrangements “KAIZEN” at new and existing food plants
② Marketing of a new product through group interviews conducted in the areas of Tokyo and Osaka
③ Selection of raw materials and packing materials for development, technical support and manufacture of a new product
④ Support for compliance management of imported food additives to domestic laws
⑤ Management, education and training of quality and sanitation for locally recruited employees at overseas factories
⑥ Seminar topics (HACCP, SS, Halal, Food Labelling Act, etc.)

Outline of the JAPAN Food Professional Engineers’ Center (Jafpec)

Basic Policy
We are a professional group of engineers who provide Food Manufacturers with solutions for technical problems to make our contributions to the growth of customer businesses.

Establishment
Established in the year October 1969 as a registration group of THE INSTITUTION OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS, JAPAN (IPEJ).

Directors and Auditors (17 persons)
Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Directors and Auditors

Members of JAPAN Food Professional Engineers’ Center (Jafpec) (approx. 150 persons)

Registered Engineering Fields
Engineering Departments of Members

Agriculture Biotechnology & Bioengineering
Fisheries Chemistry
Industrial Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Environmental Engineering Water Supply & Sewerage
Applied Science Comprehensive Technical Management

Assigned posts and affiliated corporations of professional engineers

Food Company
Pharmaceutical products related enterprises and fragrance and seasoning related enterprises
Alcoholic beverage related enterprises
Paper mills, steel manufacturers, heavy industries and other enterprises
Engineering enterprises and consulting firm
Universities, government agencies and research institutions

Consultations for merchandising programs and manufacturing plant improvements related to food products
Japan Food Technology Co., Ltd.
http://e-jft.com

② A research institute dedicated to the analysis of food products
Institute of Oishisa Science
http://www.oishisa-no-kagaku.com

③ A patent office dedicated to food products
Morimoto & Associates
http://www.m-ip.jp

④ A consultant for halal food-related matters
Food Technical Lab.
http://food-labo.jp

⑤ An examination organization for ISO and HACCP

⑥ An architectural office specializing in food product manufacturing plants

⑦ A public relations design and planning office

Food Marketing
We offer assistance to your Food Company in creating a brighter future!

Food Engineering & Consulting
JAPAN Food Professional Engineers’ Center (Jafpec)
Registered with THE INSTITUTION OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS, JAPAN (IPEJ)
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We offer assistance to your Food Company in creating a brighter future!
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Specializing in Consultations for Management and Improvement of Work Sites in Food Company

“More specialization, more neutrality and more fairness!” are the fundamental principles for our activities in formulating solutions for the challenging issues of manufacturing work sites that are complex and involved in the practice of what we do, which is “Practical Consultation with Emphasis on Work Site Situations”.

**ISO 9001 (quality management system)**
- **HACCP** (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point)
- **HA** (hazard analysis) CCP (critical control point)

The JAPAN Food Professional Engineers’ Center (Jafpec) considers HACCP methodology to form the core of the fundamentals for their activities.

**Management Development**
- **Personal development**
- **Consultation for management and sales**

**Aspects of Practical Consultations for manufacturing**
- New product development
- New merchandising planning

**Aspects of the merchandise development**
- Food product brand development
- Market survey and new merchandising planning and development

**Aspects of consultations for new products**
- Production technology development
- New product development
- New merchandising planning

**Manufacturing Plant Improvements**
- Development of personnel potentials through engineering training
- Support for acquisition of ISO/FSSC certifications
- Support for acquisition of ISO/MSAC certifications
- Acquisition of halal certification
- Overseas Projects
- Overseas operations

**Development of sales channels through marketing strategies and engineering sales**
- Focus was placed on the change in life style to discover potential foodstuffs available in the local area in order to develop merchandise branding based on market surveys.

**Contents of consulting**
- Research and development as well as manufacturing technology support for new products
- Practical Consultations are provided for new merchandising, product commercialization and mass production of food products
- New product development
- New merchandising planning

**Manufacturing process**
- Research and technology development
- Food additives
- Selection of packing materials
- Packing designs
- Consumer packing
- Transport packing
- Technical support for outsourced manufacturing plants

**Research and development**
- Foodstuffs available in the local area in order to develop merchandise
- Focus was placed on the change in life style to discover potential

**Nurturing engineers with a good understanding of both management and sales**

**Aspects of consultations for manufacturing plant improvements**
- Manufacturing plant improvements and work operating improvements
- Training of engineers and technicians
- Support for acquisition of ISO/FSSC certifications
- Acquisition of halal certification
- Overseas Projects
- Overseas operations

**Quality control**
- Sanitation management
- Work operational improvements of existing manufacturing plants

**Introduction to the JAPAN Food Professional Engineers’ Center (Jafpec)**
- The JAPAN Food Professional Engineers’ Center (Jafpec) considers HACCP methodology to form the core of the fundamentals for their activities.

**Overseas Projects**
- Activities for compliance with overseas laws relating to the export of food products, as well as product development and market surveys for the importation of food products into the Japanese market will be conducted. International technical cooperation will also be conducted through such agencies as JICA, JETRO and the like.
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